You are a parasite.
There's a book I like. It's by a guy named Michel Serres. Cool guy. French guy, I think. I imagine he smokes. Not because he's French. But not not because he's French. Know what I mean?
So it starts with a story-once upon a time there was a country mouse. They came to visit their cousin, the city mouse. And they were having a delicious meal of cheeses, and breads, and wine, and sugars-in the house where the city mouse made their home. The house of the tax farmer. You may ask yourself-what is a tax farmer? And I'd encourage you to keep that open. For my part, I imagine a tax farmer is someone who receives their "daily bread" from the taxation of producers. But, again, I encourage you to stay open. So, the mice were in the house of the tax farmer, and then there came a loud sound from the street outside. The country mouse got startled, and the meal was interrupted.
So, in this situation, who's the parasite? It goes like this:
The country mouse is a parasite on the city mouse, eating their cousin's wealth of cheese. But the city mouse is a parasite on the tax farmer, eating the tax farmer's wealth of cheese. But the tax farmer, who has taxed the rural farmer and eats the rural farmer's wealth of cheese, is a parasite on the rural farmer. But the rural farmer is a parasite on the cow, who made the milk that made the cheese. Do you follow me?
It's a chain, an acceptable chain, or at least a normative one. But how is it really parasitism?
Ultimately, let's say it comes down to returns. When there is no tangible return-in a manner of speaking-let's call that parasitism. At the bottom of the chain is the cow, because she just gets death as the final return for her labour. But what is the top parasite here? For me, I think it's the sound outside. That sound outside that is the busy city street that scares away the country mouse. The sound and hustle that necessitates the tax farmer to require those taxes to afford to live in the city, and validates taxing the rural farmer. The sound outside that is the idea of progress that changes the relationship with the cow, who once could be part of the family but now is simply a tool. Call it progress. Call it system. Call it mechanization.
I'm gonna leave this point now. And I hope it's not wrapped up-and I hope it doesn't make that much sense, again, because I'd like for you to stay open. But let's check in, and say the takeaway (for now) is this:
Material exchange for immaterial goods perhaps is a form of parasitism. And theatre is perhaps just that. You, let's call you the maker in this case, somehow trick people into giving you their money for which they get nothing tangible in return. Perhaps you labour to do so, but in the end, in this framework, you are a parasite. And if you don't like that-great.
Here's another one:
You are a machine. factory is not the machine. The population, in a sense, with all its moving parts of individuals with brick-making knowledge and skills, is, in fact, the machine. And you, as a member of that community, become part of that machine.
Machines are what create the circumstances for replicating life. They establish norms. They determine life. And when they are functioning well, the normative way of life adapts to maintain the machine. Caring for the goats was perhaps just as much a machine as making bricks. The only difference is, while you and everyone else may have raised the goats from day one-taken them to graze, milked them, and the like-now you make stone bricks. And the stones for the stone brick come from the quarry. And you do not work at the quarry, located out of town. Someone does. But not you. You live in town. And so you become specialized at making bricks. And you're very good at it. No judgment. In fact, let's call it progress. But you are a machine.
Hardt and Negri write about this in a different way. And I think it's more closely applicable to what you do if you are indeed a "maker." You don't make bricks. In fact, you, as a cultural worker/creator, make something less tangible. Let's say that you presumably make theatre (in some respect). But what exactly is it that you make when you make theatre?
But what exactly is it that you make when you make theatre?
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What is a machine? In this context, let's say a machine is something that is used to recreate the world through a form of efficiency. It's more than just a tool.
Imagine you're from a town, and a brick factory is built in that town. The town now makes stone bricks. You live in a brick town. And in order to be more efficient and to help the brick town make bricks, roads are laid down to connect the quarry (located just out of town) to the brick factory. And the people who lived in this town before, perhaps they were goat farmers. But now they work at the brick factory. And the norm of this town is that you must be trained to work at the brick factory, whereas you may have once been trained to work with the goats. Now, really, the ctr 170 spring 2017
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Or A rural family in a kitchen-sink drama about adapting to a new life as they try to raise their deaf child.
Or
A person who is Deaf does anything else and is actually the principal character of a story.
All of these examples are simple. And simplified. And, again, I sincerely hope that no question is answered, but a takeaway might be: you are a machine. You influence the construction of knowledge and the way the rest of the machine perceives the world. Your infrastructure is normative understanding. You're a machine, but you're still a parasite. Maybe you don't like that. That's great.
Here's another.
You are a wizard.
There's a guy I like. His name's Stuart J. Murray. I believe he works at Carleton University right now. He sometimes writes about another guy named Immanuel Kant. I imagine that Murray doesn't smoke. Kant, I imagine he smoked. Why? I actually couldn't tell you.
Knowledge. Arts institutions, and practising independent artists, as well as educators and policy enforcers: you make knowledge and design the structures and systems for the creation of more knowledge. And this knowledge informs how the machine itself-the local population-interacts with the world. At the very least, how they perceive the world. It goes like this:
Boy meets girl. Boy loses girl. Boy reunites with girl.
A familiar story. Long established. Until:
Girl meets girl. Girl loses girl. Girl reunites with girl.
A groundbreaking story. Only groundbreaking because the foundation and pavement-the infrastructure built around the knowledge machine-must be broken through to accommodate the possibility of this new norm.
A simple example. Far too dated to be relevant. So how about this:
An Asian immigrant family has a hard time fitting into a Europeanmajority country.
An Asian immigrant family does anything else. An image is not a concept. An image is a spectre. An image is something inherently subjective. It comes from somewhere else. And it's related to imagination. By its etymology, imagination is the faculty for the creation of images.
As a knowledge machine, you deal in the delivery of concepts and images. You perform or otherwise put forward the concept of a kitchen-sink drama-and the concept of a kitchen-sink drama is established. That established form becomes infrastructure, or a concept. Another example: you explain the concept of representation in the arts. And the concept of representation in the arts is understood … maybe. Only that one is slippery. It changes. So perhaps it's not a concept. But that is the liminal space in which the knowledge machine works. When it works well.
So maybe you're not a parasite-if you're actually giving, in return for material gains, the knowledge to either truly know the world or reassess the world. If you are constantly offering new infrastructures, or occupying the liminal space between imagination and communication, that's at the very least symbiotic to the world around you.
But in an ideal world, really, you are a wizard. And a wizard, rather than a simple snake oil peddler, offers something more. A wizard bends the laws of reality or, put another way, breaks the normative understanding to make evident a new reality. A new way of thinking.
There's this famous wizard named Merlin, who was King Arthur's adviser. Or who was perhaps a composite creation of Indigenous philosophy and tradition in the region that stood as a challenge to, or was integrated into the Arthurian, colonial Roman leadership model. We don't know much factually about Merlin, but what we can infer is that this figure was a knowledge keeper and a reality maker. Maybe Merlin smoked. And maybe the takeaway is that magic breaks down concepts. Because magic is the liminal space between imagination and conceptual/normative understandings of reality made evident.
Here's another. This is from a guy named Aristotle. I imagine he didn't smoke. Or if he did, it was certainly not tobacco. Society,
As a knowledge machine, you deal in the delivery of concepts and images. ctr 170 spring 2017
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Photo by © Jan Gates he said, is something that precedes the individual (you). To benefit from society, and be part of society, you must be codependent. That means also obeying certain norms and customs. To be truly autonomous is not to be human. It is the domain of gods and beasts.
larger concept-the concept of a Canadian identity. Institutions are not the enemy. They are not bad or good; they simply are. Let's remember that concepts are simply infrastructure of sorts. Institutions behave a certain way because another concept, a concept of governance, has been put in place to maintain them. The goodness, badness, or otherwise indifference that underpins these governing concepts is perhaps the real question we should focus on. This question comes down to one of agency in challenging and reforming this governing concept. But, like a brick factory, institutions influence those around them, those who work with them, who create for them, and who in turn influence the larger body Institutions have power. And the only power I mean to highlight is simply dissemination. Reach. I do not mean to make a judgment or even a prescription for how I think an institution should act. But I want this one idea to come through. The power, So let's check back in. The society is a machine. And you are a wizard. As a functional cultural worker (or perhaps a modern wizard), you communicate with gods, and beasts, and challenge society to be more than itself. Or you don't. And maybe if you don't, then you're a parasite. Because, really, if that's the case, do you offer anything?
You are … An institution is a concept. Most of the longest-standing institutions in this country have been made primarily through a mix of private and government support birthed from the Massey Commission to help establish a nationalist project furthering a ctr 170 spring 2017
That is what you have. To make the choice to be more than a parasite in a world that is simply not as placid as we cogs in the machine may be passively leading the broader population to believe. What is the value of simply holding a plain mirror up to nature when you could hold, at the very least, a carnival funhouse mirror? For my part, I subscribe to this philosophy: another world is possible. Do you imagine I smoke? Why or why not? Where does that come from? P.S. I "vape." Does that change your impression of me? Nah, I get it… me too… the only real power that any knowledge machine, institution, or individual cultural worker has, is how it can spread the knowledge it keeps to inform perception. Having a broader reach inherently means having more power to create or challenge norms.
What is your work? If you are indeed a cultural worker, I think that you dream better than others in the machine. Just as someone makes bricks better than you. That is your skill, your trade. And if you do not dream better, if you do not offer a greater faculty of imagination, then you are simply a parasite. A cog in a machine that works only to maintain the status quo. With nothing new offered in exchange for material goods, you've just tricked people into giving you their money; you are a parasite. Now, don't get discouraged. A greater faculty of imagination may be easier to share than you think. The first step is to broaden your own faculty-find that knowledge through the imaginary, and become the knowledge keeper who has always had its place in society. Should your stages look like your streets, your subways, and your buses? No. They should look better. And, yes, that better is subjective. It comes down to what kind of wizard you truly are.
Ethics are another matter, because-while this may sound as though wizards make the world a better place-another group of people who've liked the term wizard is the Ku Klux Klan, and, similarly, those wizards used their power to shape the conceptual reality of their followers. Power. And Agency.
